As a young boy while attending the Utah School for the Deaf in Ogden, Utah, Bobby Giles dreamed of producing movies. His dream came true in 2004 when he and Jim Harper became partners and established Eye-Sign Media, LLC. Julio Diaz also expressed his interest and enthusiasm with the deaf movie production. Bobby and Jim invited him to join the team the following year.

Soon thereafter, Bobby, Jim and Julio teamed up to produce movies that the deaf community could enjoy watching. Their first movie by Eye-Sign Media, LLC was "Eyeth."

During the 2007 Winter Deaflympics in Salt Lake City, Utah, Eye-Sign Media, LLC displayed their first full length of movie entitled “VPMAN” and which is still in circulation across the nation.

They are in the process of displaying a black and white classic movie called “Easy? No!”

Note

Jim Harper, e-mail message to Jodi B. Kinner, November 21, 2008.